
  

Efficient Skyline Computation in Metric Space

Motivational Examples
1. Picture Matching
Law enforcement personnel may want to retrieve all 
images in their criminal database which are closest 
matches to several supplied images of a suspect.
2. DNA Searching
Biologists may want to quickly search a DNA database 
for sequences with similar properties to genes known 
to be related to a certain disease.
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Related Non-Skyline Solutions
1. k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) Query

● May return too few results
● May miss important points (ex: p2)

2. Range Query
● Hard to determine appropriate search radius
● May return too few/many results

Metric-Space Skyline Query (MSSQ)
1. Build a metric tree index over entire dataset.  
Common tree types include:

● Vantage Point (VP) Tree
● Generalized Hyperplane (GH) Tree
● Spatial Approximation (SA) Tree

2. Search the dataset for candidate skyline points by 
traversing the tree, pruning irrelevant subtrees
3. Results are candidate skyline points, mapped into |
Q| dimensional space.  Solve using traditional skyline 
algorithm.

Distance
q1 q2

p1 5 1
p2 2 2
p3 4 4
p4 1 3
p5 4 4
p6 4 5
p7 4 5

Distance
q1 q2

p1 5 1
p2 2 2
p3 4 4
p4 1 3
p5 4 4
p6 4 5
p7 4 5

Problem Definition
A metric space is a set of objects/points and a 
distance/similarity function which satisfies:

Given a database D of points in a metric space, which 
are closest to given query points?

Distance
q1 q2

p1 5 1
p2 2 2
p3 4 4
p4 1 3
p5 4 4
p6 4 5
p7 4 5

Why is MSSQ superior?
1. Reduced Search Space
The number of candidate skyline points filtered by 
MSSQ's pruning is likely to be much smaller than |D|

2. Dimension Discrimination
Candidate skyline points are first compared to points 
most likely to dominate (eliminate) them.

Related Skyline Solutions
1. Traditional Skyline Query

● Good results, but
● O(n2) using best-known applicable (BNL) algorithm

2. Spatial Skyline Query
● Not useful for > 3 dimensions
● Not useful when distance (similarity) function is not 
strictly linear

Experimental Results
●MSSQ shows a twofold 
improvement in pruning CPU 
cost  vs. combined NN & Range 
algorithm
●Further tests expected to show 
improvement in other areas


